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Abstract—A foremost challenge in the operation of wireless networks is scheduling the link of data transmission. In broadcast and multiple access channel the data are transmitted simultaneously a single node to multiple and multiple node to single node respectively. In this paper address the problem of link scheduling and reduce the no of transmission by minimizing the average long path. Due to the complication of link scheduler, introduce the multiuser greedy maximum weight algorithm for link scheduling in wireless networks. And also add the hop optimal algorithm for minimizing the average long path. In a given network graph the associated parameter, multiuser local pooling condition is derived for without losing in the transmission process. The main concept of this paper is without packet loss. But in wireless network the packet will be hacked by some hackers. So here apply the encryption algorithm for security purpose. Based on this condition derived additional parameter i.e., local pooling factor for select the path analyzed by the greedy maximum weight algorithm in wireless network graph.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In wireless network the common term is the data transmitted from one node to another. In wireless the data are transmitted single node to multiple node and same as multiple node to transmit data to single node simultaneously. In multi-hop wireless network the most complicated problem is link scheduling. The transmission of the data from source to destination of the data is not directly transmitted in the multi hop wireless network. The node which act as intermediate node is in between the source and the destination. The intermediate is acting as a bridge between the transmission path. But in single hop or peer to peer network the transmission from the source to destination is directly transmitted without any help of any intermediate node and it is not in all transmissions.

1.1 limitations of the intermediate node

In multi hop wireless node has some fixed capacity or some fixed range for storing the incoming transmission instruction in the network. And the range of the capacity is fixed by the administrator of assigning the network. If the incoming the transmission instruction is more than the fixed capacity range the data loss or the transmission path is critical condition due to high traffic in the network graph in that case the transmission is failing. So the problem of the high traffic in the network is based on the link scheduling process is not derived according to the traffic in the transmission of data in wireless networks. So in this paper introduce the multiuser greedy maximum weight algorithm for fully reduced the link scheduling in the wireless network and overcome the packet loss.
1.2 Multiuser Greedy Maximum Weight Algorithm

The effective operation in wireless network analysis the proper solution of packet scheduling problem. The centralized solution of the wireless network is mainly based on the greedy maximal scheduling algorithm (also termed as maximal weight scheduling or longest queue first –LQF). The GMS algorithm analyzes the all paths in the given network and selects the set of several links according to the queue length of the data transmission. The GMS algorithm selects the heaviest link that is a long path queue link with which it interference from the list of other available links in the network.

The GSM algorithm is only analysis the weight that is the length of the graph not solve the link scheduling problem. The GSM achieves the performance of primary interference constraints. And also in arbitrary topology the performance in the worst case of the GSM can be very low as the same and there are available of some topologies in which achieved 100% throughput.

1.3 Local Pooling Conditions and the Factor

To overcome or centralized this problem by introducing the local pooling condition. The local pooling condition applies to all intermediate nodes in the proposed interference model to store all data arriving. The local pooling condition is the buffer storage algorithm. The condition is applied to all intermediate nodes in the network graph. So the data arriving to the intermediate the process are stored in the buffer storage. And the aim of the algorithm is to send the data to the destination. And it analysis the destination of data travel on the wireless network. The local pooling factor is derived based on the local pooling condition. This factor in the given network graph chooses the maximum weight of the available path. The local pooling condition applies to all the intermediate nodes. Because in the given network graph does not know which node is sent and which node is received. In the given network all nodes are sender and also received when the node transmits the data from one node and also receive the data from another node. As the same as all nodes in the network graph act as an intermediate.

II. Related Work

The link scheduling in wireless networks is categorized into Centralized and Distributed approach. The idea behind this scheme is to have nodes report location claims that identify their positions and to detect conflicting reports that signals one node in multiple location. For this it requires every node to sign and send a location claim, verify and store signed location claim of every other node.

Parno et al. [10] Proposed Centralized approach; each node sends a list of its neighbor nodes and their claimed locations to a base station (BS), which acts as a centralized entity. The clone node can be identified when the base station finds that there are two far distant locations for one node ID. There are several drawbacks in this solution, such as single point of failure (BS) or any compromise to BS and high communication cost due to the relevant number of exchanged messages.

G. Zussman at al. [3] Proposed a distributed scheduling throughput maximization queue in a wireless network. The basic idea is that the distributed algorithm has sent the packet in maximum length of the path in a wireless network. The paper is first analysis all paths of the graph and choose the best path in the network. The drawback of this solution is all data are not transmitted in the same manner because different source node send the different packets to the same destination.

Ness B. et al. [11] proposed a greedy maximal matching, for multi hop wireless networks. The performance is optimal because the worst case ratio is throughput. In this exists a polynomial time optimal solution called maximal weighted matching. The idea behind this issue developed a suboptimal solution called the greedy maximal matching for reducing the scheduling complexity.

III. Problem Formulation

The main problem addressed in this paper is formulated as follows: The link scheduling problem for multi hop wireless networks have received significant attention in the past few years. The data are travelling all the available link to reach the destination. Data loss may take place at the destination, while multiple sources send data to same destination node cannot simultaneously transmit and
receive and also cannot communicate simultaneously with more than one node.

IV. NETWORK MODEL

In the deployment of nodes, it is assumed that they are uniformly distributed. Using various location algorithms [3], [10] it’s assumed that each node knows their location information and also the nodes are stationary or static. The communications between any two nodes are protected by pairwise keys [8]. Each node has a private key and it’s used to sign its location claim with the private key.

Other nodes are also able to verify the signature. We model a wireless network by a graph \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V \) is the set of nodes and \( E \) is the set of links. Nodes are wireless transmitters/receivers, and there exists a link between two nodes if they can directly communicate with each other.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this existing approach the data are travelling or transmitted in all available paths to reach the destination in the given network graph. In this approach the greedy maximal matching algorithm is used to find the maximum weighted path that is its analysis which path is longest queue in the given network graph. And the local pooling factor is derived based on the local pooling condition it applied to all intermediate nodes. The local pooling factor is order the link of data travel according to the maximum weighted path. In this all path the data is traveled, so the transmission time is large to reach the destination. The proposed system the hop optimal algorithm is applied in this transmission. This algorithm is first analysis all paths in this transmission line. And it filters the path due to reduce the average length path for rejecting the unwanted path in the given network graph. The number of transmission is also reduced because the data are travel only which path is reach the destination at the average or correct time. The traffic occurs in the network is cleared because the traffic is not overflow in the transmission path. The md5 algorithm is applied to source node in the proposed system. The data are encrypted during this transmission because during the transmission some of the software hackers hack the transmission for knowing what data is travelling on the path.

The weight of the scheduled link is analyzed by the GMM & the property that each time slot, the sum of the weight of the scheduled links is no less than a fraction \( 1/2 \) of the maximum weight. However, the performance of the GMM scheme turns out to be far better than this lower bound in many scenarios. The authors in characterizing the performance of the GMM scheme using a parameter called the local pooling factor, which is obtained from the knowledge of the network topology, and interference constraints. It was shown using this local pooling factor that GMM was in fact throughput-optimal for many classes of network graphs including all three networks, under the node exclusive interference model.

![Diagram of the proposed system](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Figure 1 Outline of Proposed System

The best work on scheduling mainly focused on orthogonal resource sharing if a link is active, no other interfering link can be active simultaneously. And we show that the efficiency ratio of MGMV, defined as the largest fraction of the network stability region that can be stabilized by MGMV, cannot be less than. And also show that the efficiency ratio of
MGMV cannot be larger than another parameter derived from the local pooling condition. While the generalization to the -user case is straightforward, the corresponding local pooling conditions are mathematically cumbersome; consequently, do not present them here.

The number of transmission is also reduced because the data are travel only which path is reach the destination at the average or correct time. The traffic occurs in the network is cleared because the traffic is not overflow in the transmission path. The md5 algorithm is applied to source node in the proposed system. The data are encrypted before the transmission is started. The data are encrypted during this transmission because during the transmission some of the software hackers hack the transmission for knowing what data is travelling on the path.

The local pooling condition is applied to the intermediate node to store the transmission process. Because intermediate node or the base station has some limited capacity, if the arriving process is overflowing the data or the link failure is occurring. The greedy maximal matching algorithm is used to find the maximum weighted path in the given network graph.

Let in the multi hop wireless network link (x,y) be a fixed for (c_{xy},c_{yx}) on the boundary of the fixed capacity region. So that c_{xy}(t)=c_{xy} and c_{yx}(t)=c_{yx}. R is the set of all rate allocation vector infinite set of link. The multiuser greedy maximum weight algorithm which selects the rate allocation vector in the time slot. In this process each link is assigned a weight, which is basically weighted - queue link rates

Let L denote the set of all links, i.e,

\[ L = \{ e \cup \{(x, y) \in e^2 \mid x \in k_x \text{ and } y \in k_y \} \}. \]

For any element \( m \in L \) defines the weight of the link \( W_m(t) \) as follows:

\[
W_m(t) = \begin{cases} 
q_i(t)c_j, & \text{ if } m \text{ is a point to point link } j \\
q_x(t)c_{xy} + q_y(t)c_{yx}, & \text{ if } m \text{ is a MAC/BC link } (x, y) 
\end{cases}
\]

**VI EXPERIMENTAL RESULT**

The main focus of this paper is to focus on the detection of packet loss in a particular network. And also show the performance of data transmission, comprise of delay and receiving of packet delay.

6.1. PERFORMANCE OF VARIABLE-RATE MGMW

In this section, we illustrate the performance of the variable rate mgmw scheme using some examples. (Fig 2) shows the creation of access point for the node.
While the network stability region is larger when the rates are allowed to vary, we show that the variable-rate mgmw may perform worse relative to fixed-rate mgmw with regard to efficiency ratio. I observe that increasing the quantity decreases the upper bound on the efficiency of variable-rate MGMW to close to 0.5, and hence rate pairs in which at least one of the edges gets high rates dominate the performance of variable-rate MGMW.

Note that in the absence of multiuser links, GMS is throughput-optimal for both network graphs [3]. The above examples highlight certain scenarios where the variable-rate MGMW scheduler can perform poorly in terms of efficiency ratio, when compared to a MGMW policy whose links operate a fixed rate chosen carefully from the multiuser capacity region. Choosing a fixed rate point also reduces the coding complexity of the multiuser links by requiring fewer numbers of the code books.

We have used the NS-2 simulator with the following technical specifications. It shows the compress of the packet delay and packet received.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Parameter/Specification</th>
<th>Value/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>AODV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>NS2 Version</td>
<td>NS2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>NAMConsole Version</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Channel Type</td>
<td>Wireless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>No. of Nodes</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Topology (Area)</td>
<td>1500*1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Radio Propagation Model</td>
<td>Two ray ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Network Interface</td>
<td>Phy/wireless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>200sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>Maximum Packet</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Ns2 Environment Specification

We provide some cases in which the variable-rate mgmw performs much more poorly in terms of the efficiency ratio compared to the fixed-rate mgmw scheduler to the extent that certain arrival rates that are stabilizable by fixed-rate mgmw make the queues blow up for variable-rate mgmw. (fig 2 & fig3)
Figure 5: Packet Received

The first priority of MGMW is point to point with the highest weight link. If then removes all interfering links and selects the maximum weighted path from remaining available links from the selected links used in the transmission process. The interfering links are removed because the path does not reach the destination. But the selected links have reached the destination various available path. The hop optimal algorithm is applied to the proposed system it reduce or minimize the average long path. So it decreases the transmission time to reach the destination. Recall that the motivation to develop a hop-optimal algorithm is that such an algorithm will not only minimize the number of transmissions required to support the traffic, but also reduce the average end-to-end transmission delay.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the problem of link scheduling in a multi hop wireless network is explored. The local pooling condition holds the transmission process under greedy maximum weight algorithm. The MGMW is guaranteed to achieve 100% to analysis the maximum weight path. Based on this algorithm the local pooling factor is ordered the link for transmitting the data. In this paper a modified version of the hop optimal count algorithm is introduced to reduce the average transmission length. Finally, observed the performance of MGMV and the hop optimal count algorithm is a low complexity scheduling algorithm to achieve very good performance. Based on the description the hop optimal technique for minimizing the average long path can be more vigorous in future technology such as more the clients more challenging the data transmission will be. This can be a more implanted inbuilt system itself for future groups to come. The system can overcome issues like congestion while sending large amount of data and our security enhanced dynamic routing could be used with cryptographic based system design to further improve the security of data transmission over networks. These issues will be tackled accordingly in the future.
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